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8\/10, can dual wield LMGs
0\/10 no M1 Garand

For real though, this game is pretty damn fun even with just bots. And just $10? Yeah, I'd say worth it.. Well, I had been
holding up on giving this game a review because I was expecting the Custom Game lobby to be completed. This game has one
hell of an interesting take for an RTS game, with asymmetrical warfare against an AI opponent being what separates it from
others. This makes you approach the situations in every game in a vastly different manner than in a traditional RTS, where
players start on similar grounds. With you comparatively being the size of an ant against the AI, slowly crawling your way to
victory despite the odds being against you is an experience very few other games will give you.

Why was I waiting for the Custom Game lobby? Because of the high amount of customization you can give to every new game
you start, and which makes the whole asymmetrical element take on interesting quirks. Before the recent update, said lobby was
pretty barebones, and the devs acknowledged it whenever you created a new game with it. Now that it has been updated to be in
a proper state, I can say this game finally met the expectations I had and think it's a worthwhile game to give a chance to. Its
difference from other RTSs makes for a slightly steep learning curve, but one that's overall satisfying to go through.. Love this
game! I keep thinking "I haven't liked a motorcycle game this much since Superbike 2000". I just realized the two games had
the same developer. I'm sure there are a lot of different people at the company now, but still, it seems like there's some similar
DNA between the games.

I don't really understand some of people's negativity towards this game. I guess maybe it doesn't feel simmy enough for the sim
enthusiasts, and not arcadey enough for the GRID and MX vs ATV crowd. I, however, love the balance. The menus are
beautiful, lots of good multimedia content that gives it more life, lots of game modes, love the Moto2 and Moto3 options
because MotoGP is pretty intense for a starter. Great control\/realism options (I like joint-braking and auto-tucking because I
don't need THAT level of simulation). I think the graphics are great personally. The player models are particularly good I think,
and the tracks have a lot of spectators and a good lively feel to them, although they don't quite have that GRID polish and detail,
but I don't really care for that look. This game is clean to look at and not cluttered.

People have complained about the controls being unrealistic, but I don't see what the problem is. I loved MotoGP 07 which
actually felt a little too arcade-like to me, but I like this game much more now that I've tried it. The camera is more stable and
improves gameplay, and I like the way the bike responds to over-throttling it. High-sides and low sides seem to occur
reasonably, and if it were any harder or sim-like, it would be a pain to play (using a controller with joysticks will never perfectly
reproduce the feel of a real motorcycle and people need to accept that. So why not make a game reasonably PLAYABLE? I
think this game is, yet isn't a silly arcade game either).

The wreck physics are a litte silly though. You can bump into the back of people and flail around over the handlebars and easily
recover. It's easy to maliciously wreck other people too. But reasonably trying to race among a large pack isn't impossibly
difficult. But it's a challenge. I think the wet conditions LOOK nice in this game, but they don't seem to affect control very
much at all, so that seems a little unrealistic.

I tried MotoGP 14 first and my video card struggled, and it seemed glitchy as hell. I actually prefer the cleaner look of MotoGP
13 anyway.

I think Milestone did a admirable job with this game and I'm happy with my purchase.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me!.
Unimpressive. While the general idea is nice, the gameplay is very repetitive with various items found hardly making a
difference. There isn't a big goal to achieve (like in, say FTL), just score to get for amassing generic artefacts or items (I
appreciate the descriptions, but all alien species are the same, just with different picture).
For me, it's a dissapointment not worth the money.. While base premise is more than fine - dwarf fortress wannabe with lots of
humor, I'm afraid it has neither element of dwarf fortress nor humor, pehraps short of difficulty and randomness; Expected
difficult, but fair game with lots of humor with poop jokes thrown around there and there; what I got is poop based 'humor' that
grew from 2 things; excrements and vulgar vocabulary; While precise F-strike is fine by me, using it as baseline for jokes and
'humor' is far from good quality; Had I wished for that level of 'humor' I'd rather go to primary school and hear the students
there;
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as per gameplay - while it promises difficult gameplay it does deliver; unfortunatelly too bad it comes down to finding and
repeating the very same single pattern that will work or will not work anyway depending on random dice roll; I have nothing
against randomness as long as it can make element harder by accident or easier by accident; instead of make or break the battle
[in this case]. Additional issue is lack of sound control by type, it might be a little more playable if most of sound effects were
not farts and sounds of releasing the excrements, without ability to turn it down or off, while keeping other 'action' sound effects
intact e.g. hammers or pickaxes. In short - while game has lots of potential it is being taken to hell due to poor and immature
execution. TL:DR - if you think farts are funny by themselves you won't have issue with this game's promise, but I'd rather
move on and throw the cash into more mature developer; Crude humor is not reduced to 'make chars fart around all the time'

lemme elaborate on description:
Features
Survive barren deserts, frozen wastelands and ashen plains! - true; too bad random element is waaay too powerful;
Manage your dwarves physical AND emotional needs! - as in "give them place to go to the toilet or they'll soil land where they
stand; as per emotional - dwarves need gems"
Build your way from stone blocks to shining steel! - most likely true
8+ hours of gameplay! - potentially true if not put off by other stuff
Bad puns, rude jokes and cheeky humour! - 'cheeky humour' is not only, or rather - should not be only about dwarves running
around and farting every few steps; Puns are there, jokes - barely visible; unless as mentioned before throwing few F-bombs can
be considered 'rude joke'
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What I expected to be a regular old sci-fi visual novel with dramatic moments turned out much more. This VN was able to really
get me into the heads of the characters, and feel the emotions they had felt on the brink of death, loneliness, and longing for
love. I definitely recommend it, and it is one of the most human VNs I have read to date.. If you're a casual player like me and
have a love \/ hate relationships with roguelikes because they're usually too hard and don't allow you to dial down the difficulty
so you can see all the content at least in the limited time you have available to game, then I think you'll like this. The game has
flexible difficulty levels, allows continues at the expense of score, and the usual fantasy gaming devices and critters to smash.
Hardcore roguelike players will scoff at this I'm sure, but it's well worth the current asking price of $3 on sale. Enjoy!

Update since last year: I still play this off and on. This is the only roguelike I've returned to multiple times just to up the
challenge and enjoy a more difficult version. The reason is that I'm not overwhelmed with invisible rules that take years to
discover. It doesn't take years, the rules are discoverable if you're a wee bit observant, and it's still a challenging game once the
difficulty is cranked up. Some may call that shallow, but really, I only ask my games to be fun and to not feel like a job. This
game does that.. This is a school themed costume pack for the four kingdoms, its a bit like ikki tousen if anyone has watched
that without the pantsu. They are fairly nice quality costumes so i cant complain.

This pack at full price is bloody insane but at a discount its ok.. All cars should be unlocked at once. I play this to warm up.
Don't want to be stuck with the crappy ones cuz I won't complete entire seasons of races!. A fun game with a wide variety of
questions.
From finding out someone\u2019s favourite colour to debating politics this game will get you talking to each other.
You will also find out things you really didn't want to know or share!
. fun game play, great graphics.. easy controls. its a fun alien game. but OMG.. THE SCREEN IS SHAKING THE ENTIRE
TIME. its annoying and gave me a headache. i had to stop playing due to the entire screen shaking the whole time. i get it every
now and then.. but its all the f'ing time. its rediculous.
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